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Abstract

This study aims to examine the effectiveness of a Premier League Football Club’s Football in the Community (FitC) schemes intervention in promoting positive healthful behaviour change in children. Specifically, exploring the effectiveness of this intervention from the perspectives of the participants involved (i.e., the researcher, teachers, children and coaches). A range of data collection techniques were utilised to including the principles of ethnography (i.e., immersion, engagement and observations). Alongside conducting focus groups with the children. The results allude to merely ‘keeping active children active’ via (mostly) fun, football sessions. Results highlight the important contribution the ‘coach’ plays in the effectiveness of the intervention. Results relating to working practice (i.e., coaching practice and coach recruitment) are discussed and highlighted as areas to be addressed. FitC schemes appear to require a process of positive organisational change to increase their effectiveness in strategically attending to the health agenda.
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Introduction

Football Clubs, via the development of corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategies and/or Football in the Community (FitC) schemes have a relatively long history of working with the ‘community’. [1, 2, 3] The national FitC scheme programme was launched in 1986, in order to attend to social and sporting changes and building a greater link between clubs and their communities. [4] These FitC schemes had an initial focus on traditional children’s coaching schemes to widen access. [5] However, more recently the British Government has identified and championed football as a key vehicle for addressing wider social issues including health, social inclusion, social regeneration and increased participation in (and access to) physical activity. [6, 7, 8, 5]

There is a widespread belief that football can be used to promote social inclusion, [8, 9, 10, 11] whilst being championed as a unique vehicle to spread health related messages and subsequently prevent disease and being able to “provide great opportunities to get across key messages about living healthy active lives.” [12, 13] Such enthusiasm to financially support football (specifically FitC schemes) as a vehicle for positive change has seen more and more health related projects being funded. [14] Despite the apparent prevalence and subsequent support for such a notion of positive change, there remains little empirical evidence to substantiate football’s ability to address such social ills. [15] In this regard, football interventions have tended to lack sufficient guidance (and/or evidence) to explicitly promote positive
health change. [4] Furthermore, football orientated interventions tend not to utilise coherent research-based procedures that can adequately evidence any 'real' (i.e., observed, articulated, measured and evaluated) effectiveness. Jackson et al., [16, 17] reportedly found no studies to demonstrate the effects of sport based policy interventions on increasing participation and/or promoting healthy behaviour. Similarly, Tacon [18] reinforced such frustrations by calling for a need for more rigorous evaluation of FitC schemes. Such calls for more supporting evidence to substantiate the use of football as a vehicle for social change highlights the fact that current monitoring and evaluation processes do not fairly reflect the true nature, complexity and subsequent outcomes of the (apparently) numerous interventions. [19, 4, 18]

The purpose of this study is to examine the effectiveness of a Premier League Football Club’s FitC intervention in promoting positive healthful (i.e., physical activity, positive lifestyle) behaviour change. This study will aim to identify and explore the day-to-day working practices of those involved within FitC and the subsequent the effectiveness of this initiative from the perspectives of the participants involved (i.e., the researcher, teachers, children and coaches). The results from the study will provide key insights into the factors that influence the effectiveness of FitC delivered interventions, thereby providing guidance to help inform managers and coaches within the broader football and health environment, to create more effective interventions and coaches.
Method

Study Design and Description of the Intervention

This study formed part of an extensive reconnaissance phase within a longitudinal collaborative action research project with the community arm of a Premier League football club. This extensive reconnaissance phase spanned a 10-month period (August 2006-June 2007). The reconnaissance phase was utilised in order to better understand the nature of existence within the workplace (i.e., the FitC scheme). [20] The reconnaissance phase included a multi-method evaluation of a 16-week long FitC coaching intervention (i.e., targeting primary school children). [19, 18] This evaluation was underpinned by the principles of ethnography and observational research by the first author in order to ‘get close’ to those involved (i.e., FitC staff/coaches, schools, teachers and children). [21, 22] The research also utilised focus groups with the children involved in the intervention. [23]

Participants and setting

The 16 week long community coaching intervention involved six FitC community coaches and their senior management (n=2). The intervention was delivered within the school setting either indoor (typically in the school hall or gymnasia) or outside (typically on the school field or playground). Each school (n=4) received 16 coaching sessions, each lasting approximately 1 hour. The FitC community coaching intervention was delivered during the academic year and took place straight after school. All schools were situated in a deprived
area of the City of Liverpool, in the North West region of England, as indicated by the Indices of Multiple Deprivation. [24] Each of the four participating schools was selected independently of the first author by the FitC coaches. Each school initially selected 16 children to engage within their particular intervention (as this coincided with coach to child ratio best practice guidelines). The link or head teacher within each school pre-selected the children for each coaching session. Fifty-seven children (males n=40, females n=17) were recruited in total. All children were aged 8-11 years of age. Signed informed parental consent was obtained from all parent/guardians of the 57 children and from the Head teacher of the schools. Ethical approval was obtained from Liverpool John Moores University Ethics Committee.

**Measures and Assessment Procedures**

**Immersion and Observation**

During the reconnaissance period the first author utilised principles of ethnography and observational research in order to become immersed in the working environment of the FitC scheme. [21, 22] The first author (typically) spent 2 days per week within the FitC scheme. These two days included attendance at each coaching session of the 16-week long intervention (i.e., at each of the 4 schools). During this period, the first author adopted a range of informal and open approaches to data collection (e.g., informal conversations). Such an approach enabled the first author to explore issues as they evolved both ‘on the ground’ (i.e., with coaches, children, teachers, parents) and with senior management. In this sense, the first author
recognised the importance of not being perceived to be chasing data and that ultimately exchanges should be as ‘typical’ and/or as ‘natural’ as possible in order to achieve acceptance within the environment of the FitC. Additionally, the first author recorded personal reflections and observations through informal field notes and a reflective diary. [21, 22, 25] The reflective diary and the informal field notes were continually developed in an attempt to capture the context, culture and practice of the FitC schemes and subsequent opinions and perceptions of all involved. [26, 27]

**Physical Activity** Child centred research techniques were adopted in order to construct a comprehensive understanding of the physical activity behaviour and lifestyle changes for each child participant across the intervention. The child centred approach ensured that the children were viewed as competent social actors as opposed to being consumed within the family unit. [28]

**Focus Groups:** Focus groups were conducted at week 8 (n=10) (see table 1) and week 16 (n=10) (see table 2) of the intervention. The focus groups provided the researcher with an opportunity to talk and engage directly with the child participants in order to better understand, elaborate and clarify ideas and (any) issues (i.e., barriers, perceptions to physical activity); making sense of their life, as they live it. [29, 30, 31] The content and focus for discussion within each part of the focus group was primarily deductively driven by previous literature relating to the aim(s) of each focus group. The focus group at week 8, explored the children’s understanding, perceptions, barriers, and habits toward physical activity (see table 1).


**Table 1:** The focus group delivered at week 8 (physical activity)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Introduction &amp; Familiarisation’: Aimed to enable the first author to relax the children and encourage openness. Whilst reiterating the confidentiality of the conversations within the focus group the author demonstrated the need for clarity in speech, patience to express opinions, duration and purpose of the group discussion. [32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aim: To develop an understanding of what and how the children’s perceived understanding of physical activity, inactivity, healthy and unhealthy behaviours. The children engaged in a task where they work together to identify whether a range of typical/normal activities and/or foods were aligned with active, inactive, healthy or unhealthy lifestyles or behaviours. This group work allowed the children to begin expressing their opinions within their discussion. [33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aim: To specifically build an understanding of what the children’s perceptions of, and habits towards their most enjoyable physical activity were. The first author then prompted discussion on and around the children’s perceptions of the barriers toward physical activity. This information enabled a clearer picture of the children’s behaviour and lifestyles to emerge. [34]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aim: To develop an understanding of the barriers to physical activity (similar to above), however with an emphasis on why ‘others’ do not take part. Here the first author encouraged the children to express their perceptions of why ‘other’ children were inactive and what could be done to help these children become more active. [35, 36]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aim: To bring the focus group to a close by giving the children an opportunity to reflect on the previous discussions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The focus group at week 16, explored the children’s perceptions of the FitC coaching post-intervention (see table 2). Both tables 1 and 2 outline the structure of the focus groups at weeks 8 and 16, respectively.

**Table 2:** The focus group delivered at week 16 (perceptions of the intervention)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aim: To introduce and clarify the purpose and duration of the focus group. Here the author emphasised the importance of the children’s views and opinions concerning the coaching intervention and how there were now actively engaged in developing the intervention to ensure future sessions included the most enjoyable and fun elements. [37, 38, 39]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Phase 2 |
In order to encourage the children to speak openly and freely, each focus group was facilitated by the researcher in the absence of potentially dominant figures such as teachers. [23] In addition, the researcher was sure to highlight the notions of ‘trust’ and confidentiality with the children within the introduction to the focus group. Moreover, it has been highlighted that building a rapport and/or trust with children (usually) involves spending time (e.g., extensive ethnographic observations, informal interactions and conversations) with the children prior to engaging in any formal research task. [44, 45] In this regard the researcher, prior to the initial focus group (i.e., the focus group at week 8), spent many hours (typically through 2 or 3 visits per week) with the children. The researcher was also cognisant of adopting a voice and mode of communication that recognised the children’s level of cognitive and linguistic development. Such recognition of the children’s contextual voice and subsequent mutual understanding of each other (i.e., the first author and the children) can only be gained through long term engagement. Furthermore, the utilisation of pictures, material and aids (e.g., utilising scenarios such as the healthy and unhealthy twin sisters to stimulate discussion about healthful behaviours, physical activity and lifestyles) within the familiar setting of the school enabled the researcher to communicate in a way that children would
more readily understand. [46, 47, 38] The adoption of a variety of methods and tools within the focus group ensured that the focus group activity was fun and engaging and, critically, kept the attention of the children. [48] The researcher adopted recommendations that the optimum size of group should be (around) 5 children and that the range of ages between the children should be kept to a minimum. [49, 50, 51, 48] In this regard, the first author interpreted this guideline as no more than a 1-2 years age difference between the children. Whilst Greenbaum [49] and Hill, Laybourn and Borland [51] advocate single sex focus groups the researcher felt that, given the extensive reconnaissance and subsequent knowledge accumulation and understanding of the characters and personalities within the groups of children that, in this instance a mixed sex group would offer positive interactions and would not negatively affect the overall aims of the focus groups. The researcher’s extensive engagement allowed for informed selection of the children’s groupings, which enabled them to have an optimum experience together within the focus group.

Data Analysis

The key issues that emerged from the reconnaissance phase are highlighted throughout the results and discussion section. Verbatim citations are utilised to illustrate the contextual features of the participants that serve to illuminate the rich detail of the collected data and is identified in *italics*. The first author’s field note extracts and personal reflections are evidenced as indentations, single spaces lines and a smaller (*font 10*) within the text.
The focus group data were transcribed verbatim and analysed using the principles of content analysis. [52, 53, 54] The basic tenets of content analysis allowed for groups and/or clusters of similar sentiment emerge. Further clustering of this data enabled the emergence of key issues and/or themes from within the focus group data. Focus group data represents significant moments and dialogue and is presented in the results and discussion section as indented sections of text with single space lines and a smaller (font 10) within the text. [55] Staying close to the data is the most powerful means of telling the story, whilst also ensuring that data interpretation, where possible, is undertaken using the participant’s (i.e., children’s) language, rather than that of the researcher. [56, 57]

A first person writing style was adopted in elements of the results and discussion in order to help contextualise the data and move the story on for the reader. [58, 59] Again, the themes discussed are those that have emerged from the cursory content analysis undertaken throughout the research. Pseudonyms are used for children, teachers, schools, FitC staff, community coaches and senior management throughout.

Results/Discussion

The following results and discussion section offers, what the authors perceive to be, the relevant (but not exhaustive) issues emerging from the expansive
data collected. The data suggests that the intervention was unable to influence positive healthful behaviour changes in the children involved, but was able to maintain activity in already active participants. For example the child participants stated: “I play with my brother”, “I play out with my family”, and “I like to play football with my mate Aaron”. The fun and enjoyable nature of the intervention and the hype and excitement within the children, teachers and schools involved in the programme seemed to be an important aspect of keeping the children engaged/participating in activity. For example: “I look forward to the sessions all weekend and all day. Paul (the coach) teaches us lots of skills and we play big matches” (Jonas aged 10 years), “Right! Come on children, the wonderful coaches are here!” (Mary: a Primary School Teacher). Despite the overwhelming approval of the majority of children there were some negative comments focused on the coach within the focus groups:

Charlie (aged 9): If he (the coach) turned up on time we could get started straight away and have more time for a match.
Titus (aged 10): The coach told me to shut up.

Whilst such comments are not a wholesale representation from all of the children, they do allude to possible negative memories of the intervention and specifically the coach. The below focus group extract details the children’s comments highlighting dissatisfaction and negative memories pertaining to the intervention:

Alan (aged 11): ...she just used to shout and used to send you out for...
Jen (aged 10): For nothing.
Alan: Yes, for nothing.
Jen: For literally nothing. She would blame one person and send them out, when it was all of us.
Researcher: Why would you get sent out?
Jen: If someone was messing she would pick out someone else.
Researcher: So how could you have stopped all that?
Alan: Staying away from people.
Jess: But she did it every week. We would just get bored and mess about.
Adam (aged 11): I got bored because we kept doing the same things (warm ups) each week.
Tom (aged 11): We warmed up sometimes for half an hour.

The above focus groups data together with the comments from the children and further contextual information from the researcher, children and teachers, suggests that this coaching intervention provided excitement, enjoyment and fun for (the majority of) those involved. [41, 60] However, due to the apparent ineffective working practices of some coaches throughout the intervention (and on specific occasions) the potential effectiveness of this intervention has been limited

These ineffective working practices appeared within the delivery of the intervention surrounding the role of ‘the coach’ and their respective coaching practice. The following discussion explores the role of the coach, alluding to coaching practice, coach recruitment, aspirations and skill base. In order to maximise the potential impact or effectiveness of healthful behaviour promotion work within a FitC schemes it appears that a number of working practices must be addressed to tackle some of the observed issues present within the intervention.
**Attrition rate:** One of the first issues to surface within the intervention was the declining participation figures in the data. Of the original 57 children that were involved prior to the intervention, 14 children dropped out before the first session had even taken place. The total dropout rate for the entire intervention was 54% (n= 31). I discussed this with one of the teachers:

“Ok Sandra (Primary School Teacher), we have experienced quite a bit of drop out with the children on the programme. Do you have any idea why this is and how we could possibly get them back in?” “Really? I didn’t know. Nothing has been said to me?”

I thought, how can she be surprised? Does she not know what’s going on? I asked Sandra why she thought the children had left the programme and she didn’t really have any ideas. She said “all the children love football and most play in the school team”. What!? Great they love football; they play in the school football team...so why were they dropping out? This is free football from a Premier League Club!

This relatively high attrition rate appeared to go unnoticed, unrecognised or even investigated by the coaches or the teachers. Although poor adherence isn’t uncommon within interventions its presence is cause for concern especially given that the children were apparently already ‘active’ in their school football team. [61]

I managed to ask some children why they dropped out of the programme, Claire (10 year old girl) “I don’t know I don’t really like football”. Ibrahim (9 year old boy) “the sessions aren’t challenging enough”. I explored this comment further with Ibrahim, specifically seeking his expectations and his perceptions before speaking with other children. It appeared that the sessions were in some cases ‘too challenging’ and ‘too structured’, which frustrated the children, specifically Ibrahim who didn’t want to admit this given his normally confident and outgoing character. In essence, I knew that all that these kids wanted was to ‘just play football and have fun’.

Maintaining adherence and participation should be the cornerstone of interventions seeking to promote positive health change. It was apparent that I
must explore this further within the coaching sessions, in a bid to fully understand coaching practice, delivery and the subsequent impact on the children’s experience.

**The Coach and Coaching Practice:** It was evident that (generally) the children did not want to engage in long sessions that were focused on improving technical skills or tactical play. Overly prescriptive approaches to coaching have been reported as a factor in reducing participation. [62] In this regard, I was able to empathise with the children’s frustrations as throughout the intervention I witnessed a number of situations where the coaches attempted to deliver routine or traditional (performance oriented) football drills. In one particular instance within a session at Kingsway Primary School frustrations (between the coach/practitioners) became evident:

Today Alan (the coach) arrived 5 minutes before the session was due to start. I had arrived early today as usual.

I stood to the side of the session - casually leaning against a metal railing, watching the scene unfold. Alan started, as he usually does with warm up drills and dynamic stretches. I can’t help, but remember my days coaching...it all looks very professional. Too professional perhaps. Professional, but not in a ‘fun’ way. As I watched the children within the coned area, there were a few laughs and bits of banter “Aaron you run like a giraffe!” gets some giggles, but some of them look abit tired – not the physical ‘puffed out’ tried, but bored. Some are walking around, strolling almost, shoulders down, a bit lack-lustre. After a slow start and 10 minutes into the warm up, my concerns were confirmed as murmurings of “I’m tired” and “Can we play yet?” littered the air. To be fair to the kids, I was pretty bored myself. We were 5 weeks in to the scheme and this warm up was virtually the same as every other one that either Alan or Jack (another community coach) who shared the session with Alan throughout the intervention, had delivered. Following the warm up, the session flowed into some basic passing moves between the children. This moved into a complex passing drill involving the whole group of children working together. We’ve moved from boring to complex in one fell swoop! This was an intricate drill, one that some similar aged academy players would struggle with, never mind the group we have here. The children really struggled and became frustrated and impatient. Mistake after mistake, missed pass after missed pass. Stop, start, stop start...

I couldn’t help wonder why Alan persisted. I kept thinking, but I was powerless. I can feel my head, screaming ‘change the drill!! Why don’t you just change the drill? I’m
shouting’. He can’t hear. It’s not my job to intervene. Can’t you see the children are frustrated? Just change the drill!

Alan (and other coaches involved in the intervention) did not appear to (formally or officially) plan any sessions. My understanding was that Alan plans all his sessions ‘in his head’...or at least I hoped. Given the difficulty that the children were having with the task it would appear sensible/appropriate (to any informed coach) to adapt or change the session to a more suitable practice or game equivalent and relevant to the ability of the group. [63] What followed developed into something nothing short of a spectacle:

Undeterred, Alan continued to persevere with the drill, “Come on, surely you can do this?” The children were becoming clearly frustrated (with some looking to me with desperate expressions). Alan then turned to me. With subtle manoeuvring I retreated back to my ‘leaning’ role, busying myself away from the session. “If they can’t do this simple task they will never make it (as a professional)”. With a slight wince, I tried to hide my disbelief at Alan’s comment. Not only could the children hear the comment, but it also confirmed that Alan was approaching the sessions with a performance oriented lens. Alan, having received a neutral dismissal of his remark from me turned to the children, “We’re not stopping this (drill) until you do it!” The children themselves, who already appeared de-motivated and frustrated, responded in unison, “We just want to play!” Further calls for a match or game continued. The session finally came to a painful end, with Alan spluttering to me “I have washed my hands with them (the children). I’ve had enough”. With that he collected the balls in and busied himself packing the balls away. What’s happening I thought? “Are they having a match?” I asked, which was met with a curt reply “No”. Alan was actually ending the session, no de-brief, no feedback, not even a goodbye! These kids didn’t deserve this. I spoke to them and said we, (yes the preverbal we) would see them next week. The kids weren’t impressed! As Alan sloped off towards the car, I felt a huge sense of disappointed. Disappointment shared with the kids.

Alan is a community coach with a number of years of experience working with young people in a range of roles. Alan has accrued his ‘badges’ (required by the English Football Association and Football in general to coach children) through his role within the FitC scheme. There are concerns here that although Alan has appropriate accreditation, it would appear that he is less
able to translate his skill set to fulfil and meet the needs and requirements of a community oriented (i.e., predominantly recreational) session. In effect, the FA’s accreditation programme does not equip the ‘community coach’ with a full skill set to work across such complex situations such as this. [64] In this sense, whilst Alan was able to demonstrate high level technical instruction, he failed to give feedback (positive), reinforcement and supportive behaviour, which has been associated with higher player perceptions of competence, enjoyment, self-esteem and self confidence. [65, 66] Such inadequacies suggest that Alan is failing in his attempt to encourage participation and/or the promotion of physical activity (i.e., whether these children are future performers or not). His coaching practice fails to embrace a physical activity remit and appears detrimental to the self-worth that these kids may have had. Despite this, when Alan was asked informally, about what he thought the sessions were all about, he replied:

*Enjoyment, it's the taking part that we (the FitC scheme) try to look at; we don't want to go into the schools and spot the next Stephen Gerard or Tim Cahill. We want to look to get everybody involved, so the enjoyment is the main part. If they are enjoying it you've obviously achieved what you have gone in there to do.*

Whilst Alan obviously, understands the need to make sessions fun, it appears that he cannot actually deliver to this agenda if the children he is coaching are not skilled. Somewhere between Alan becoming a regular ‘community coach’, completing his coaching qualifications and joining the FitC scheme, he has developed some negative working practices. In this sense, his interpretation of a ‘fun and enjoyable’ focused session would typically involve a pass and
move drill. Importantly, it has been highlighted that situational factors such as national (the Football Association) and organisational culture (of the FitC scheme) may have played an influence on the behaviour of the coach. [67]

**Recruiting the right person for the job:**

To become employed as a coach within the FitC scheme you must possess a UEFA B, or at least a Football Association Level 2, coaching qualification. On appointment, newly recruited staff undertake an informal induction within the FitC scheme. Such an induction includes spending time observing an established coach. Whilst such an approach can be viewed as good practice it can also expose new recruits to poor practice. In this regard, if new recruits shadow a coach that is not ‘on message’ or not delivering to a high quality then these new coaches can be organisationally socialised into poor practice. [68] It appeared that new coaches delivered what they had observed and learnt from more experienced coaches, “You watch and speak to other coaches for a while, but then you just deliver the sessions. It’s not hard, just basic football sessions” (Alan). Educational literature relating to newly recruited teachers, like coaches suggest that new employees endeavour to ‘fit in’ to an organisation, as much as learn to ‘coach’. [69] For example: Alan had been through this process and may have inherited elements of poor practice from existing (more experienced) coaching staff. Similarly, early career coaches (similar to teachers) may be ill-equipped to deal with the problems and difficulties (i.e., organisational, cultural, practice) that they face, as they encounter the pressures to conform. [70] Therefore, new coaches are likely to
inherit the (in some cases entrenched) practices of the existing coaching staff. This negative socialisation appears evident in Alan’s case and the following extract outlines the discrete introductory experiences of two other community coaches:

Josh: when you join you shadow a more senior coach and so for the first maybe three or four weeks you won’t actually have to take a session but just watch and pick up ideas on and get a feel for how the sessions run and what type of children you are mainly dealing with.

Pete: I didn’t have any experience of working in schools when I started. During my enrolment I would have liked to have had some time to shadow a coach but because when I joined there weren’t many coaches they didn’t really have the resources for me to be shadowing another coach. I went straight into it.

If an organisation aspires to effective and efficient working practices then the initial attempt at providing a mentor (to shadow/support) newly appointed coaches is laudable. However, given that there were concerns expressed over the existing practices of (some) of the coaches, it is likely that elements of this poor practice will permeate newly appointed staff. In this sense, new recruits are highly likely to become organisationally socialised through aspects of poor practice. This situation is further compounded by the fact that the enrolment process does not appear to encourage or promote change or creativity in practice. Knowles et al. [71] state the importance of reflective practice on coach development and progressive positive change. It would appear that (some) of the practices adopted here are more likely to encourage conformity and social alignment with workplace norms. Moreover, it appeared that the aspirations of the coach in relation to coaching orientation (i.e., participation or performance) appeared to impact the fluency of coaching practice and may be a direct product of a the requirement to hold an Football
Association Level 2 or UEFA B qualification. Such qualifications tend to be more aligned with academy (performance) rather than community (participation) coaching practice.

Community or Academy: where do you want to be?

When exploring the data collected from the coaches (n=6), it appeared that the three coaches that aspired to stay working within the FitC scheme, from my personal observations and comments from the children, delivered the most fluent sessions, compared to those that aspired to work in professional football academies or centres of excellences. It was no surprise when it emerged that Alan’s aspirations lay beyond the community coaching environment and the FitC scheme, “I will probably move on from the community, and move to something of a higher level of coaching.” All 6 coaches aspired to 'up-skill' their coaching qualifications, despite stating that they felt that their core work did not need this additional training. It appeared that coaches who were typically used to coaching competent (i.e., football competent) children, were now faced with children whom were neither particularly skilful nor competent. Subsequently, the coaches experienced some behavioural problems with the children within the intervention. During these challenging situations some coaches were ill-equipped to neither deal with nor attribute a specific cause to the behaviour. Jason was a young coach who worked on both an elite adult level and within the community interventions. However, before joining the FitC scheme he had no prior experience of school-based coaching. Jason was subsequently asked (within
an informal interview) whether he found any problems with the sessions/programme, to which he responded:

*I don’t think there have been any sort of massive problems that stick out, but then that really depends on what your definition of a problem is. We have had some sessions that have broken down because of the kids behaviour, but that happens to an extent in almost any and every session, but in terms of the structure and delivery of the programme - no I wouldn’t say there have been any major problems.*

The results appear to show that the coach and their respective skills and ability have an influence on the fluency of their session and the rapport that they are able to develop with the children. These findings are similar to those that suggest that expert coaches are better able to make more effective decisions regarding appropriate behaviour and subsequent actions in any given situation. [72]

**Conclusion**

The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness of a Premier League Football Club’s FitC intervention in promoting healthful behaviour change. It appears that, from the collective focus group data, comments from the children and further contextual information from the researcher, for the children and teachers this coaching intervention provided excitement, enjoyment and fun for (the majority of) those involved. [41, 60] In particular, the intervention has provided an opportunity for the majority of already active children to engage in further physical activity opportunities. Whilst this positive experience is highly laudable, it appears that due to the deficiencies (or gaps)
in the coaches’ skill base, and subsequent inappropriate working practices, the potential effectiveness of this intervention has been limited to ‘keeping active children active, through fun and enjoyable sessions. In order to maximise the potential impact or effectiveness of healthful behaviour promotion work within a FitC schemes it appears a number of working practices must be addressed.

In order to effectively address and target healthful behaviour the focus of such interventions (i.e., to promote positive healthful behaviour change) needs to embrace and include more ‘at risk’ or perhaps ‘in need’ populations (i.e., those not engaged in physical activity and/or are overweight or obese). Further to this, concerns over poor coaching practice (although isolated and coach dependent) must be challenged and tackled. The recruitment process appears to be contributing factor to this issue. Therefore FitC schemes must make sure the right people with the right skills are employed (i.e., including the coaches’ skill base, qualifications and experience across populations) in order to ensure that FitC schemes can attend to the increasingly complex social and health agendas that they are being asked to tackle. Moreover, FitC schemes must provide newly recruited (and existing) coaches with relevant and specialised training opportunities to ‘skill up’, as part of a commitment to relevant continued professional development (CPD). Such an up-skilling process through (say) co-ordinated CPD opportunities will enable effective delivery across projects and agendas and not necessarily be reliant on the Football Association’s incremental levels of (performance based) coaching qualifications and/or coaching licenses.
In light of these findings FitC schemes appear to possess a number of potentially positive factors that may provide a background for such interventions to deliver positive results in community based football projects. However, it is apparent that schemes operated by FitC may require a number of positive organisational changes. To maximise the potential they have, to develop and utilise effective working practices that specifically relate to the individuals who are involved in the direct delivery of the programmes.
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